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PADUCAH. KY., NIONDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 11, 1907

TEN'CENTS PER WEEK

THREE BIG FIRES ON SUNDAY
BISHOP-ELDERS
Took Laudanum FIRST REAL COLD JOE PURCHASE TIPPED FOR
CABINET MEETING KEEP LADDIES BUSY ALL DAY
WAVE OF SEASON
OFFICE OF DEPUTY JAILER
TOMORROW NIGHT
COMSUME MUCH PROPERTY
VISITS COUNTRY
WITH JAILER SAM BEADLES
Memphis Conference Commences at Humboldt,Tenn., Wednesday --Lay Delegates and
Ministers From Paducah
District---Invited to Broadway

Two Houses Destroyed in Rowlandtown---Tom Leech's Residence is
Damaged---Downtown Fire

Three fires within twelve hours
NMWS OF PADUCAH CHURCHES kept Paducah firemen busy after
4
o'clock Sunday afternoon. Damage
in two of the fires was slight, but
the third entailed a loss of about
Memphis conference of the Method$1,2110 partly covered by 'insurance.
ist church, south, convenes at HumThe fire department did excellent
boldt, Tenn., Wednesday, and Dr. J.
work saving property in RowlandW. Blackard, presiding elder of the
town with probably the longest line
Paducah district, will go Tuesday to
of hose' ever stretched in Paducah.
attend the meeting of eldeis tomrrow
Fire in Debris.
afternoon and the cabinet conference
Fire originating among dry goods
of bishop and elders tomorrow night.
boxes and debris back of the Palmer
He will convey an invitation from the
House, called out companies Noe. 1,
Broadway church for the conference
3 and 4 at 4: ilet o'clock Sunday afterto meet here next year.
noon. Boys had mischievously set
Lay delegates from this district
the boxes afire. The flames were
are: J. D. Eades, Birmingham; Jerry
easily extinguished before any propM. Porter, Clinton; J. F. Blalock.
erty was reached.
Mayfield; T. E. Davis, Arlington. BeThe Leesli Residence Visited.
isdes the presiding eider, the followA second fire at T. C. Leech's resing ministers will attend from this
idence near Broadway on Fountain
district: J. H. Nutter, Arlington; W.
avenue, called company No. :3 out at
B. Pickens, Bardwell; T. W. Evans,
9 o'cloek Sunday night, Sparks from
Barlow and Wickliffe; J. T. Ricketts,
a chimney bet the roof afire, and it
Bryansburg; W. T. Bolling, Broad- wee
necessary to set up eeveral secway; 0. W. Banks. Trimble strret:
tions of ladders to reach
'
. the high
P. He Fields, Third street; W. J. Nayroof, which stands three stories
lor, Paducah city missions; T. J.
above the ground. The damage will
Owens, Riedland circuit: T. J. Magill,
amount to lege than 12.e.
Clinton circuit; L.
Hamilton, Clin'Handle Brothers Lose Romps.
ton; T. M. McNutt, Farmington cir
The third run was made to Atkins
cult; W. A. Watt, LaCenter circuit:
.city
W. A. Cook. Lovelaceville circuit; T. agenue, the last street in the
P. Ramsey, Mayfield circuit; C. A. limits in Rowlandtown. Fire origWaterfield, Mayfield; E. A. Tucker.
Milburn circuit; William Holland,
Oak Level circuit; E. J. Wright,
Sedalia circuit; S. L. Jewell, Spring
Hill circuit; J. R. Womble, Wing°
-circuit; R. E. Bratisfield, Woodville
circuit.
At the Churches.
Spacial services were the attraction
at most of the churches yesterday.
At the Methodist churches unusual in
terest attaches to the last sermon before conference and there was good
attendance everywhere. ,At the Trimble Street Methodist and the First
Christian churches excellent musical
program's were rendered.
At the German Evangelical a sermon on the reformation and the reception of eight new additions to the
membership characterized the Sabbath observance.
TWO VISITING DAYS AT
COUNTY JAIL HEREAFTER.
So overrun has the county jail
been with visitors that Jailer James
Eaker has made a rule limiting visitors to Thursday and Sunday. He hitt]
not time to attend to his regular
duties because of showing visitors
about.
Will Oppose Gaines for Nomination.
Nashville. Tenn., Nev. 11—congressman John Wesley Galilee will
have opposition for renomination.
Joseph W. Byrnes, a well known attorney of Nashville and speaker of
the senate some years ago, today annoticed his candidacy. Ho will challenge Mr. Gaines to a joint discussion.
Burglars Rob PostaBlee.
--Guthrie, Nov. 11.—Robbers, after
blowing the safe in the 13eftver Cite
postoffice last night, secured $100 in
postal funds and considerable registered mail. They had a running fight
ith citizens.
I. C. Station Burned.
Evansville. Ind., Nov. 11.—The
Illinois Central railway station at
Clay, Ky., was destroyed by fire last
night. The origin is unknown. A
new station had been agitated for the
past year.
Tried to Blow Him Up.
Montrose. Col., Nov. 11.—An attempt was made last night to assassinate Dr. Charles. Beatty, humane
officer, who has been a leader In the
keepers
saloon
of
1.rosecutio1
charged with evening to minors. Dye
namite was exploded under the buggy in ,which he was riding. The rig
was destroyed and Beatty slightly injured.
Seven Men Killed.
St. Ettnae. Fiance, Nov. 11.—Confirmation was received of seven. men
mine
being killed in a Rombeaud
shaft last nigell when the elevator
cable snapped. All the accupants
were hurled to death.
Chicago, Nov. 11.— Twenty-five
thousand- members of the Switchmen's
union, today demanded an increase of
six eents an hour. Their representatives met the managers of 23'railroste
systems here and an early reply is
asked.

PADUCAH-CAIRO
PACKET LINE
STOPS SERVICE
On account of poor business eaused
by the stringency in the money market the J. B. Richardson, which has
been making regular trips between
Paducah and Cairo in lieu of the
Dick Fowler, which Is laid up for repairs. was discontinued this morning
and the Richardson will return to her
regular Cumberland river trade Wednesday.
During the past week it isesetid by
the management of the Paducah and
Cairo Steam Packet company that
the business has fallen off so much
that it would man almost a total
loss to attempt to run the boat under
prevailing conditions.
The Cairo and Paducah trade is not
the only boat lines to suffer, there
being a correksonding failing off in
the 'business of the Tennessee river
and upper Ohio river packets. so
much its that either the Kentucky
or the Clyde may be discontinued
this week. Not only are these boats
carrying little freight on their outgoing trips, but they are bringing in
but little produce, the farmers being
afraid to ship their grain and livestock while the market Is so uncertain.
It is said that the farmers are in
good shape and in position to hold
their products and will do so until
the scare over the present stringency
blows over,

mating from an unknown cause was
discovered at 1:3e this morning. It
started in one of the two small
frames owned and occupied by Handle Bros, colored contractors. The
No. 3 company answered and found
its 1,000 feet of hose Oa) short. A
second alarm brought the No. 4 real
with additional hose, but the flames
had spread rapidly and consumed
both houses before a stream of water
reached them. Captain Jack Slaughter worked hard and saved adjoining property. The loss will amount
to about $1,241-0, partly covered by
insurance.
Blew Out His Beanie.
Denver, Col., Nov. 11.--J. Pigsler.
said to be a wealthy resident of Mary
Mo., until recently, blew out
his brains last night.
PATROLMEN SAM HOWELL
AND WALLACE RESIGN.
Patrolmen Sam Howell and Tom
Wallace have resigned from the police force.
THE M'CRACKEN COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY MEET.
The McCracken County
Medical
society will meet tonight fith Dr. J.
G. Brooks at his ofAce in the Trueheart building. Dr. Brooks will de
liver the principal lecture of the
meeting.

BLOODY AFFAIR
IS FIERCE FIGHT
ON THIRD STREET
Richard Yeltema and George Jones
young men, engaged in one of the
bloodiest cutting affrays in several
years Saturday night on Third street
between Kentucky avenue and Broad
way, and both were eerieusly cut.
How the fight started no one knew,
but before it had gotten well started
both whipped out kniyes and began
to slash.
Yeltema was cut in the face, the
wound starting In forehead and extending below one eye. The second
cut was through his utile'. lip. He
cut Junta in the side, the knife {penetrating the abdominal cavity but not
making a fatal wound.
Yelterna
was arrested and a
charge of naallcious cutting will be
filed against bias. A warrant has
already „been sworn out against Jones
for maiirtnns - rutting' but he te het
under arrest,
Struck With SksIge.
Garfield lerogge, eruplfned at the
Paducah Traction company car barns
was atruck in the chest by a 241 pound
sledge hammer which slipped off the
-natter."

Found His Grip.
Father C. 0. Sullivan has recovered hie grip lost at the Union station Saturday night. Souse one had
A B. Driver, an employe of isittle'e
Spoke factory, had his right arm picked it up ad set it in the lunch
broken Saturday by a heavy timber stand. The contents were intact.
failing on him. The injury
was
Leers Grip and Money.
dressed by Dr. L. L. Smith.
Father C. 0. :Sullivan reported the
loss of a grip containing two checks,
1:1,1-a EN ENGINEERS ARE
PUT BACK TO FIRING. one- tor $30 and the other for $1000.
Saturday night at the Union station.
Eleven engineers promoted during He set Use grip in the smoking room
the summer have been "vet track" and caught the 6:1.1 Cairo train.
and are now occupying the left hand forgetting the grip until he had gotside of the cab, using the scoop. ten to Maxon Mills.
Young engineers are always given
Motor Fraud Case.
places of firemen when there is not
Chicago, Nov. 11. -- Wilbur S.
enough work at the throttle to keep
Snow, "Professor" Benson C. Bidwell
them busy
and his brother, Charles Bidwell
were today held by the federal commissioner to await the grand jury's
action in the alleged swindle that
netted them nearly $300.000. For a
month the men have been advertising
stock in the Bidwell Electric company, which controlled a motor which
reverses naturally, without friction.
generating heat and causing the friction to produce ice.
A 1.A16 FELL ON HIS ARM
AND rr BROKE THE DONE.

I

REPUBLICANS CAN
SEE OPPORTUNITY
TO CONTROL POUSE

Louisville, Nov. 11.—The Republicans have a chance to organise the
lower house of the legislature and
they are straining every nerve to
that end. M. H. Thatcher, who has
been one of the principal managers
cif the recent campaign. Is les fixed
in the belief that the Republicans
can control the house of representatives that he left the city yesterday
for a swing In the state to so if he
cannot make things a certainty on
this line. It was stated at Republican headquarters last night that Mr.
Thatcher said before he left that he
was confident that the official count
in one or two districts would show
11.—Wheat,
St. Louis, Nov.
94;
up to the advantage of the Republicorn, 64; oats, 50.
cans.
It is the belief that the aim of the
Republicans is to file cantests in disTHE WEATHER.
tricts which prove to be close on the
official count, and it is believed by
many that this is the object of Mr.
Thatcher's trip out 1 nthe state. At
the headquarters it could not be ascertained where Mr. Thatcher had
gone. lie will be absent from the
city several days.
May Go After Mueller.
It was also rumored in Republican
circles that Chris Mueller, who was
the only Democrat elected from Louis
vile to a seat In the house ,of representatives, would not be slowed to
take his seat. The official count
shows that Mr. Mueller had
been
elected by a majority of 79 votes
over his Republican opponent from
the, district comprising the Second
and Third wards.
e .
Justice Harlan Coming.
Governor-elect Augustus E. Willson has received a telegram from
Justice John M. Harlan,''OrrWash
in gton, D. C.. hi tt former law partner,
Generally fair tonight and Tues- stating that he would he present at
day. Colder. Highest tempereture the inaugural ceremonies in Frankfort,'December 10.
yesterday, 30; lowest today, 20.

Grain Market.

Charles Taylor, of 930 Trimble
street, who was put under bond to
keep the peace toward his stepdaughter, Cora Overbey, drank an
ounce of laudanum Sunday morning
at 1 o'clock. City Physk Ian Harry
Williamson reached his side at 11
o'clock and saved him. Taslor was
removed to the Riverside hospitaI.
He worked at the cordage factory.
It is said he wished to merry his
step-daughter, who charged him with
threatening to kill her,

J. D. HOCKER INSANE
Owensboro. Ky., Nov. 11.—(Spectal.)—Rev. J D. Hocker. tomer
Prohibition candidate for lieutenant
governor, was adjudged insane.

Northwest Visited by Blizzard and Snow Falls in Two
States,While Gale is Raging
on Great Lakes-Temperature
Got no Higher Than 50 Ali
Day Sunday.

•
Wise ones are Speculating on
DIXIE KNITTING
Probable Changes in City
MILLS BOUGHT IN. Hall Atter January I
MAY BE OPERATED

At the :elle of the pieperty, maMORNING chinery and stock of the Dixie Knitting mills this morning; F. P. leeof,
manager of the Cohankue mills, put
chased the real estate and machinery
Twenty' nine degrees ebove zero of the concern. $s,reit being paid for
this morning with a clear sky and a the real estate', and $2i1ete1 fur the
heavy frost put the !Wishing ouch machinery. The stock and ray, maon such vegetation as escaped f mer terial of the concern were botight li
frosts, and made the ears and hoses George C. Wallace? for $4,6eit.
of early pedestrians tingle.
concern was invoised for $50,0ent.
The cold wave commenced SaturMr. Toof, it Is said, purchaeed the
day night, and gradually grew more property to protect bond holders; but
intense throughout Sunday, rap de- he expects parties here in a seek or
grees being the highest point attained ten days to inspect the property, who
by the mercury in
mid-day. Last will probably reorganize- the company
night the cold eetled down and made with local and foreign capital and
people feel snug by the fire
start the plant again at its full caThe cold Is general, particularly in pacity.
the northwest.
FELL

TO

20

THIS

Speculation on changes at the city
hall th,s winter still interest the pui se and near wise.
Mayor Yelser will have the first
to dispose of offices, when the
terms of E. J. Paxton, as park eoiniiiIssiener, and Mrs. A. H. lioers and
Mrs. L. M. Rieke, of the !Weary
board, expire near month. It is certain that both the ladies will be returned by the mayor,
The general council next names the
city
ph sician, license
inepeetoa
weigher, market master and sewer in-

in January fasor-elect James P.
Smith will name his city solicitor,
School House Cold.
and in February he will have the
The first touch of real cold weather
three appointments to the board of
caught Washington school without
public works to make. The term of
any fire in the furnaces and with
Mr. Jesse Gilbert, as police and fire
every room cold. The janitor failed
commissioner, will expire in the
to show up, and it was not known
spring. It is probable by that time
where he was until after school
ce and- flie -ciepart ment
opened. He had left the city without
situations will be well on toward setinforming Supnanteadent. Cornages.
I
ter et oOd. rei an-ITO-its to
or Principal Sugg and got left at Fulretain his position under the new adton. Silas Keyil, who formerly acted
ministration,
Held on two charges, one a felony,
as janitor, was secured, and by recess
In Jenuary. toe, the city jailerIn the morning he had the furnaces Arthur Breedlow, colored, lies to
elect. Samuel Beadles, will name his
going and the rooms comfortably jail to review details
of one of the deputy, and although nothing
auheated.
quickest robberies, arrests and con- thoritative has been said, it is tipped
To prevent pupils catching a cold victions on
record. Breedlow
was that Joe Purchase, the present effiand probably developing a serious Ill- quick. but Detective
T. J. Moore was cient &Tula Will be retained under
ness, Superintendent Carnagey or- quicker. Breediow
stood in front of the new administratiOn.
dered Washington building dismissed Frunke, clothing store, Second street
Certificates of election are being
shortly after school had taken up and Broadway._ Saturday night wistissued today, the board having signed
until this afternoon when the rooms fully viewing a pair of shoes
hanging them all up Saturday,
could be heated.
outside. He grabbed the shoes and
The short term aldermanic certifiran to see-0nd garret and Kentucky
cate will be issued to W. T. Miller,
Snow at St. Paul.
avenue. Diving into Marooffakt's and the
short term of the council
Bt. Paul. Nov. IL—Light snow saloon he offered the shoes for sale.
falls to T. B. Ford, of the Fifth ward.
fell throughout Minnesota and the and received $1. Just as he was
They will -qualify Immediately and
Dakotes Sunday.
putting the money in his trousers' take their
seats, as they will fill
pocket Detective Moore ran in and
vacancies to which appointments were
Moore
arrested
him.
had
passed made by Mayor Yeisers
Gale on Lake Superior.
until the elecMarquette. Mich., Nov. 11.—Six Frank's store just after the theft and tion.
inches of snow fell here Sunday. and traced his man easily. For stealing
it Is still snowing. A heavy gale is the shoes the negro was held over
for petit larceny, and for selling them
raging on Lake Superior.
as his own property he was held for
obtaining money by false prettsnses.
First at Omalut.
New York. Nov. 11.—Douglas RobOmaha, Nov. 11.—The' first snow
inson. Roosevelt's brother-in-law, deof the season fell over Omaha and
nied that the president is one of 23,much of the state Sunday.
000 depositors, whose money is tied
up in the Knickerbocker Trust comMore Snow in Wisconsin.
pany suspension.
La Crosse, Wis., Nov. 11.—The first
snow of the season fell here yeste-day, accompanied by a fall of 20 degrees in temperature
•
Wa hingten, Nov. II -- After tle
witness liet in the case of Mrs. Anna
M. Bradlty, charged with the murder
St. Petersburg. Nov. 11.—Twenty of former Senator Arthur Brown, was
Oweemboro, Ky.. Nov. 11 (Special) thousand
may fall short of the tote. read, Justice Stafford adjourned
--Borers of apiece county have killed
in the reoeat --lieuisiansTurke—court_ until Wednet.day J110 ming ot
notified the growers that, owing to stan
earthquake. Official
reports account of the death of Justice ee •
tight conditions of money, they will show 14,000
dead have been located Comas, of the court of appeals.
not receive any tobaceo until after
but the teritory Is so vast it will he
December 16. This is expected to weeks before the
full number is
quiet trouble. Plans are on for a known, In Karatagh 1,004
wer,
compromise between the contending is:Iled and many -other town,: were
factions.
destroyed.
When the Mines of Friedman.

DIDN'T GET FAR
BUT COMMITTED
TWO BAD CRIMES

TEDDY NOT CAUGHT

EARTHQUAKE MAY
BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR 20,000 DEAD

MRS. BRADLEY'S CASE

QUIET AT OWENSBORO

BURGLARS GET NOTHING

MRS J. M. GHEEN

CALEB POWERS TRIAL

ALIVE BUT DOOMED

Mrs. J. M. Gbeen. 58 years old,
wife of Mr. J. M. Gheen, of McKinley avenue, died Saturday night at
11:30 o'clock of abcess of the liver.
after a lingering illness. She leaves
a husband and four children. The
body was this morning taken
to
Grand Rivers for burial.

Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 11.—(Special.)-----The trial of Caleb Powers was
called this morning with Judge Morrison on the bench. Powers is anxious
for a trial. Many witnesses are
present, On request of the commonwealth the court granted a recess
until tomorrow.

BIG SEED MAN DEAD

COULDN'T SEE SHOW

Mahoney City. Nov. 11.---Imprisowed behind tone of slush and dirt,
Michael McCabe is a prisonesr in one
of the workings of Draper Colliery
alive, but%doomed to death. A blast
Saturday caused a rave in so great
that a month's work will be necessary
before McCabe earl be reached. His
wife was aiding the rescuers through
the night.

--Detroit, Nov. 11.—D. M. Ferry.
London, Nov. 11.—Kaiser Wilsenior head of the big seed house and helm landed at Portsmouth in a fog
president of several banks, was found so dense that the gorgeous pageant
dead in his home today.
arranged could not be wen. The
kaiser could hardly see the prince of
Wales, who was there to welcome
him, The crowd couldn't see royalty
five feet away and did not know for
John Dean, game warden of Mc- whom to cheer. The arrival, which
Cracken county, has secured names should have been at 8, was postponed
until 2 this afternoon, on account of
of three poachers who are said to be
guilty of shooting quail out of sea- the fog.

WARDEN AFTER POACHERS

son, and will immediately swear out
warrants and prosecute them to the
fullest extent of the law. The game
law will be out on the 19th and he
will watch closely all fields. Poachers have been active of late but have
kept' their tracks well covered. The
poachers knowen to Game Warden
Dean are prominent men, and as a
favor to them he will not give out
names until after the prosecution Rite
the true facts ate known. The) pro
claim their innocence, alleging that
they killed ducks and no quail.

Mayor Yeiser Will Name '1'‘‘o
Library Trustees and Park
Commissioner Next Month.*

CUT IN CAR SHOPS
Saturday afternoon an order was
received from Chicago authorizing a
cut In 'the car department of the Paducah Illinois Central -shops of 30
men. They were taken from the ottra
gangs. This leaven the usual force
norking. The yards are well filled
with bad order cars, and the 'latter
winter business will call for all rolling stock available.

•04

Keller & company. wholesale Shish,.
house, Second and Jefferson sire','we're' opened this morning cogeueioe
of the worst .sort imaginable met the
eyes of the clerkee. The offices had
ben
burglariwd, but fortunately
nothing a as taken. Indications point
to the theory that only money was
%anted, :It'd the thleve^were unsuccessful. Detective Will Baker was
detailed on the job. He (mind entrance had 1114'11 efree(Cd through a
rear door by forcing the lock. The
thieves had egun at the rear and
aorlod up, entering every
private
office,

H. D. SALE DIES
Mr. H. D Sale, 36 years old, tiled
Sunday night at 9::111 o'cloeit of' a
complications of diseases at
the
residence of bis sister. Mrs. Clyde
Hubbard, at 912 Jefferson street. after an illness of four months. He
became Ill in'Cadiz and was brought
here two weeks ago. when his caste
was eonsidered hopeless. M. ask
was born in Calloway county, and
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
sale, of 4-0S South Fifth street, He
was married and for years was tore
nran o f'ht' Rettkopf Saddlery and
Harness company here. Of late he
had been making his home in Cadiz.
lie leaves a father, mother. one Meter. Mm's. Hubbard, wife and two
children. The funeral was held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the residence of hie sheer, Met. Hubbard,
The Rev. S. B. Moore. oonducting the
servicves. The burial was In Oak
Grove cemetery.

I
OUR OLLIE TO SPEAK
Washington, Nov. 11,--Mayor Tom
Johnson. John Sharp Wieling and
Representative 011ie James. of Ken—
tucky, are three of the Democrats
selected for speeches at the Bryan
$3 dinner to be held here November
26. Mr. Bryan will make the principal speech of the evening, and his
close friends say they expeet him to
declare formally hese,a-illtngnese to
run again. The toast to which )fepresentative. James will respond has
not yet been announced by the corn'fitittee. "My Old Kentucky 1-10Ore"
at first suggested itself, but in view
of the happenings there early last
week seeeral members of the committees think a more Democratic toast
might be spoken to. Mr. James is
exiseCted itere.on the afternoon of the
10th or 18th to confer with the committee.
— I email
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"Jerry From Kerry."
Concerning "Jerry From Kerry."
which comes to The Kentucky Wednesday, the Charlottetown Guardian
•says:
"'Jerry From Kerry' company
closed their three-nights' engagement
In the city on Saturday night, with
another large audience. The show
was as mirth-provoking as on the
previous evening, and that is saying

WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE

Sun Job Rooms
heel

358-R

Does all kinds ot printing

Richard iludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles
We lesee sucreeded in securing the agency for Rig hard
Hudtint's complete line of
Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Mar.
velous Cold Cream, etc.-an
announcement which we are
sure will prove very interesting to ladies who take care of
their we'd looks. Call at our
store and get Hudnurs

Famous Beauty
Book FREE

Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No, 77.

Agent(or original Allegrettl
Oand lea
••••••••....soft

/JAIL Vreir-

LYDIA E.PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

•

PADUCAH HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
RETURN IN DISGUST.

it
The Great Football Scene in "Strongheart," at The Kentucky friday Night.

much. Every character was strong
and the company whose success In
Charlotrestown has been far above the
ordinary, will ever berecelved in this
city with a hearty welcome."
"St ronglieart."
"Strongheart." the powerful play
of college life, which Henry B. !Terris
eel present here next Friday with
Edgar Selwyn as the college-bred
Indian. has had three seasons of exceptional success throughout Amerha and scored a derided art.stic sueeess when it was offered in London
last summer at the Aldwych theater.
Mr. llarris has given Mr. Selwyn the
benefit of a first-class supporting corn
pany and has provided a pretentious
production. The scenes are laid at
Columbia college. New York, and are
redolent of the life of the college
man.

repeated this again and again„ until
an hour and a half elowly dragged
itself out. Finally I could endure
the waiting no longer. With as
much (outage as I could command
I addressed the office by a second
thne.
'' 'Will sem kindle tell me when
Mr. Frohnean we be in?"
"'In six weeks,' answered the boy.
'He's gone to Europe.'
"A few sem; ago," noteluded
'Mese Ckwisser, "when I was a member of Arnold Daly 's 'Candid.te company, I one day related to htln my
first experience when calling upon
a manager. Whet) I finished toiling
the story, Mr. Daly mid:
"'How long ago was that?'
"'Twelve years ago,' I refilled.
"'Twelve years ago,' mused Mr.
Daly, 'Yes, I remember, I was that
office boy.' "-Success.

Waiting for Mr. Frohman.
"When I was a very young girl,"
said Mks Louise Cloister, the actress.
had a wild desire to go upon the
stage, so I left imehool In Boston,
came to New York, and went to
Clarke Froh man's office on Dread_
.
way.
in,' I asked
"
of the office boy.
"'No, he is not,' was the reply
"'Well. I thought, eel wait ue•
he comes.'
"The boy became absorbed in ti•
book he was reading and apparent1.
was quite unconscious of my_presenee.
"Fifteen minutes pewee; a bale
hour panned, and I 'crew weary
But I thought of the be
N‘aitine
distance I had come and at the eat ,
trine recalled an old axiom 1 '
'Reward
once learned:
through constancy of pu!

Lay the jest about the julep in the
camphor-balls at Met,
For the miracle has happened, and
the olden, days are pest;
That which makes Milwaukee thirsty doesn't foam in Tennsesesee,
And the lid in old Missouri is as
tight-locked as 1•1121 be0. the comic paper colonel and his
cronies well may sigh,
For the mint is waving gayly, and
the South is going dry.

By the stileskie on the hillside in
Kentucky ale Is
For the only damp refreshment must
be dipped from the rill;
No'th Ca-lina's stately ruler gives
his eoda-glass a Are P,
And discusses local option with the
South Calera Gov.
it is melon, at the fountain to be
wink tut of the eye,
Malaria Makes Pale Blood,
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE- For the cocktail-glass Is dusty, arul
the South is goling dry..
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out malaria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 50c.
It is water, water cveryhere, and
not a drop to drink,
We no longer hear the music of the
crystaly clink.
When the Ooketael thia the Major and
time - Teel and the Iedge,---- Meet to have a little nip to give
their appetites an edge,
For the eggnog now is nogieee and
rye has gone awae,
And the punch-bowl holds carnations
and the South is going dry.

Hot Tamales

C.Shnider
118 5, Fourth St.

Teacher Who went tutu the ark?
Bobby- I tepoee everybody did that
ditlu't have unibrelles.-Brooklyn
----- TO (TIM A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists ref;ind money if
IL fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
-ignature is on each box. 2c.
Golf Contests.
Following are results of Saturday's
golf contests on Wallace park links:
' Dexter beat Berry. and Sweeteer beat
'Grassham by default. Malone beat
Morquot with one up in a ten hole
contest. Dexter beat Sweetser with
ifour up and three to play.

!The li nt tocky
One Night Only

Wednesday Jerry from Kerry
November

Company
Patten & Fletcher, Owners and Managers,
20 PEOPLE 20

Band concerts at 4 p. ni.
and 7:30.
Priees 2:5c, 35c and :i0C.

Our Motto : Clean, refined and moral
high class comedy.
The funniest show since time began. A
show that will amuse the young and old.
Carries a superior uniformed concert

band. bon't miss it.

One Night Only

Friday

Henry B. Harris Presents

November

EDGAR SELWYN

15
Prices 25c to Si 50.
Seats on sale Thursday.

The Nashville American in writing
up I football game between Battle
Ground Academy and the Columbia
Military academy at Franklin, Tenn.
Saturday gives Salem Cope, a Paducah boy, credit for doing some star
playing. It also published a photograph of the victorious team on which
)oung Cope played.
The young man last year played on
High school football
the Paducah
team 'and made a record. He is now
attending the Battle Ground academy
and plays quarter back. The Battle
Ground boys defeated the Columbia
team by a score of 7 to 0. Young
Cope is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Cope. of Fourteenth and Broadway

All the nIghteapo now have tassels
and are warn upon the head-Not the nightcape that wore taken
when nobody went to bed;
And the breeze above The blue gram
is as solemn, as is death,
For
it boars no pungent ckover
twang on its odorifie breath.
And each man can veelk a chalk-line
when the tears are in the silty,
For the fizz-glass now Is !taxless and
the South is going dry.

Chile Parlor

habit, it is not only healthful
but palatable-an antidote to
malaria. Ladies and gentlemen accomodated.

"Speaking about raw deals," exclaimed a member of Paducah High
sslitee football team, "we got one
Nla3 Meld. We went through the lit' four abreast and mopped up with
the home boys. In the last half
in our
when we had the were 5 to
favor, a fumble by one of the Mayfield boys was picked up by a Mayfield substitute, who made a touchdown. The substitute was not in the
game. We played all around the
boys, but they tried to take the game
from us by fair or foul means."

THE SOUTH IS GOING DRY.

eet-----enhailieenininigimilE111111111s

Come and stimulate your
appetite; shake off that tired
feeling. Get the

As the College Bred Indian in

STRONGHE ART
BY

Wm. C. DeMille.

The greatest football play; ever- written. Now in its fourth year. Takes
you back to college days

Is acknowledged to be the most successful remedy in the country for
those painful ailments peculiar to
women.
For more than 30 years it has
been curing Female Complaints,
such as Inflammation, and Ulceration, Falling and Displaeetnenta,
and consequent Spinal Weekness,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
teti
Lhis
fheowo t
mwihssanosg
C
ooreittheeccoa.
tm
LYDIA E. PINKHA
htahsancuare
d
ny
Female Ills
other one remedy known,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound dissolves and expels
Tumors at an early stage of development. Dragging Sen ationa causing
pain,weight, and headache are relieve% and permanently cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions, We* new; of the
Stomach, Indigestion, Bloating, Nervous Prostration, Headache, General Debility; also, Dizziness, Faintness Extreme Lassitude, "Don3 care
and wan tto be left alone" feeling, Irritability. Nervousness,Sleeplessness,
Flatulency, Melancholia or the "Blues." These are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic derangement
For Kidney Complaints of either sex Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is a most excellent remedy.

Outplayed Local Team, hut Latter
Would Not Abide By Decision
of the Official.

r

promptly.

We have the Agency for

V. I

' et

Chile Con Carne
have the men who know
how to do yonr work just 11,!,
.it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any printing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work:- and give it to you

.4

FROM MAYFIELD

THE REASON
-Why W. IL Merlienton onnintwe Ill
•nd
Met)
First: Because it is not a patent
Medicine and it contains besides
tonic iron all of the medicinal curative elements of cod liver oil actually
taken from fresh cods livers, but
without a drop of oil to nauseate and
upset the stomach and retard its
work; therefore, wherever old-fashioned cod liver oil or emulsione will
do good, Vinol will do far more good.
Second: Because Vinol acts first
upon the stomach, creates a healthy
appetite, strengthens and tones up
the digestive organs, purifies and enrtehem the blood, and. In a natural
manner, restores health and strength.
Third: Because Vinol tontsiins no
injurious drugs to react upon the
every ingredient being
system;
named on the lane!, a patient knows
exactly what be is taking.
Fourth: Because we never sold
anything in our store that gave such
universal satisfaction for old people,
weak, sickly women and children,
nursing mothers, and to build up the
system after a severe sickness, and
'for relieving hacking coughs, chronic
colds, bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try Vino' on our guarantee. W. B.
McPherson, Druggist, Paducah, Ky.
:aoG
Engleh work in the schools

Clit

1 4,, 1

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Wo en
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Plnkhain
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years. and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkham
in telvis,ng. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
health. Her advice is tee and always helpful.

It
•
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Open day mid night,

is now open in new fitiarters.

"Mud Hens" (Jo to Chat.
The vernal story that Toledo will
practice in Paducah is early set at
rest by the following Chattanooga
dispatch:
"Manager Bill Armour, of the Toledo 'Mud Hens,' (American association), who has been in Chattanooga
for several days, closed a contract
this week by which his team will
train here next spring, and will play
exhibition games with the Boston.
Detroit, (pennant winners), and
Cievetante - Amerleas- league teams,
and probably the Chicago world's
champions of the National league ano
the Cincinnati and New York teams
of the same circuit. The Toledo team
will arrive here March 15. and remain nntil April 4, or a period of
almost three weeks.

Football Results,
West.
Chicago, 56; Purdue, 0.
Iowa, 25; Illinois, 12.
Wisconsin, 11; Indiana, 8.
Wabash, 12; St. Louis IT., 11,
Nebraska, 16; Kansas 6.
Ames, 49; Grinnell, 0.
Ohio State, 22; Oberlin, 10,
De Pauw, 5; Milliken, 0.
Stanford, 21; California 11.
Marietta, 39; Wittenberg, 11,
Lay the Jest upon the julep' moth
Notre Dame, 22; Knox, 4.
the ehtettisitetrose at last,
.
Rolla, 11; Washington U., 8.
For themes hut o•ne kind of moonTarleam. 34; butler, G.
shine and the olden deee are
Racine, 41; Lake Forest, A., 0.
past.
Beloit, 12; Carroll, 11.
Now
water-wagocs rumbles
the
Colorado College, 10-; Colorado
through the Southland on its University, 0.
trip,
. State S. of M., 35; Denver IT., 0.
And it helps no one to drop off to
Vanderbilt, 60; Mississippi 0.
pick up the driver's whip,
Louisiana, 23; Miss. A. and M., 11.
AgFor the mint-beds make a pasture
Oklahoma, 67; Oklahoma
and the corkeerews bangeth gies, 0.
high:
at!'-sourl, 70; Tarkio. 6.
All is still along the stilleide, mei
eLanii, 32; Otterbein, 0.
Marqnette, 23; Ripon, 0.
the South is going dry.
-Chicago Post.
,East.
Carlisle, 23: Harvard; 15.
Pennsylvania, 28; Penn State, 0.
"Society has one very odd requirei'rinreton 14; Amherst. 0.
"Girls
is
that?"
"What
ment"
('rnell, 12; West Point, 10,
have to come out before they can get
Dartmouth, 62; Holycross, 0.
in."-Baltimore American.
W. U. of P., 10; West Virginia, 0
Swarthmore, IS; Navy, 0.
Fear of alimony is one reason
Lehigh, 34; IT. of New York, 0.
why som” men are shy about marry12; Ursinus. 0,
Gettysburg,
ing.
North Carolina, 12: Georgetown.
North Carolina, 12; Georgetown, 5.
CAN'T BE SEPARATED.
Haverford, 6; Rutgers, 5.
Lafayette, 34; Buckneli, 0.
Some Paducah People Rave Learned
Jefferson Med., 10; F. and M,, 6
How to (Jet Rid of Both.
Villa Neva, 15; Fordham, 11,
Dickinson, 4; Medico, 0.
Backache and kidney ache are twin
Maine, 8; Colby. 0.
brothers.
Andover, 9; Exeter, 6.
You can't separate them.
Bowdoin, 6; Bates, 5.
And you can't get rid of the backWilliams, 18; Wesleyan, 0.
ache until you cure the kidney ache.
Trinity. 29; Stevens, 6.
If the kidneys are well and strong,
Hampshire
New
Vermont, 5;
the rest of the system is prety sure
State, 0.
to be in vigorous health.
Rochester, 4; Union, 0.
Doan'a Kidney Pills make strong,
Mass. Agri. College, 19; Tufts. 10.
healthy kidneys,
Washington-Lee, 6; Virginia, 5.
Thomas Housman, of 1143 North
Richmond, 28; Hampden-Sidney. 0.
Thirteenth street, Paducah. Ky.,
Virginia Poly, 22; Virginia M. T., 0.
says: 4Doan's Kidney Pills which I
Davidson, 10.; Clemson, 6.
Procured at DuBois Son & Co.'s drug
Sewanee. is; Georgia Tech, 0.
store a few months ago have done
Yale Freshmen, 22; Princeton. C.
more Der me than any other medicine
South. .
I have eter taken for lame back and
Tennessee, 0; Kentucky. 0. ,
kidney trouble. For a time my kidSewanee, 18: Georgia Tech., 0.
neys were so bad that I was not able
Tulane, 12; Arkansas, 17.
to work and was under Ike doctor's
rare for some time. I finally got reIncorrigible.
lief Sind went back to work but I
In a certain school of Washington
suffered most of the time with my there was one lad who would persist
hack until I began using Doan's Kid in saying "have went."
ney Pills. They gave me relief in a
One day the teacher "kept him In,"
short time and now I feel as if I saying:
could not do without them in the
"While I am out of the room yon
house. A few doses taken now and may write 'have done' fifty times."
then keep me free from pain, no
When the pedagogue- returned be
lame back and I am able to work ev- found that the boy had dutifully perery day without suffering. It is a formed the 4ask, having written
great comfort to know of a remedy "have done" lifter times. On the othei
that can be relied upon and I know side of the paper, however, was this
that Doan's Kidney Pills are such." message from the absent one:
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
"I have went,"
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
"John White."-Harper's Weekly
'few York, sole agents for the United
It is mighty hard to make the avStates
Remember 41e name-Doans-- erage mortal remember that his feland take no fiber.
- lows have rights.

HAPPY AS A CLAM

in high water is the man who gets
one of our dee briar pipes and a
package of Forked Deer smoking tobacco. They are the .poor man's
friend and solace, as well as the rich
man's pleasure. We have a line assortment of pipes, smoking tobacco.
chewing tobacco and cigarette EN'eryone knows our choice brands of
cigars, especially our 222 at 5 cents.

111

THE SMOKE HOUSE,
2211 Broadway.
Aral,

. City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
'Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

For the small rooms
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater
•

A

A

GAS HEATER
Te

0

The-

Paducah Light & Power Co.
---saceamonmarmrtusamear=tairmz
,maloatmaan=r-zr.=,..-
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FEDERAL COURT
NOTICE

CONN'ENES IN THIS CITY
DAY OF NEXT WEEK.

ATTEMPTED ESCAPE
ES- OF PRISONERS OF CITY JAIL
FRUSTRATED,

Do Your Shopping With
Docket Includes Some Stlisational Prisoners Cut Hole in Brick Wall
Leading From cells Into We
Civil and Criminal Actions—
Main Corridor.
The Docket.

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

•

HEREAFTER

a

Federal court convenes here Nevember 18. Following is the docket:
E. T. Telephone company vs. City
of Paducah.
Nashville Tobbacco Works vs, Ken
tucky Tobacco Works.
Walsh Manufacturing company es.
Paducah Cooperage company.
George A. Kellogg vs. Mergenthaler-Horton Beazer. company.
F. G. Rudolph, guardian, vs, Interstate Life Insurance company.
F. M. Hawley vs. W. W. Meadows,
et al.
Cecil Reed, trustee, vs. AmericanGerman National hank.
Ediard Langenbach and Arthur J.
Morton, vs. C. S. Knight. et al.
Roseer P. Birdsong vs. AmericanGerman National bank.
John Dennis Jones vs. Thomas C.
Ilritt, et al.

An attempted jail delivery was die
covered by Lieutenant Tom Potter
and Patrol Driver Thad 'ferret' Saturday night. Mike 'Broyles, alias
"Arkansas Bill," and other prisoners
had cut a bole in the brick wall of
the city hall leading front the cells
to the corridor, but had not quite
got it large enough to permit pare.age of their bodies when discovered.
An iron bar was used in the work,
and/ when discovered the men were
working, with feverish haste and the
noise attracted attention of the two
policemen. Broyles and other prisoners were afterwards locked In negro cells to prevent a repetition of
the attempt. Broyles is in jail for
shooting in sudden heat and passion
at It. Rossi.
Prisoners had twisted
the lock on the cell door so badly
that Lieutenant Potter had to send
for Charles Fisk, the locksmith, before he could unlock it. Tools
in the attempt to break jail were
pitched out of the cell window.

CASHIER'S CHECKS
Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. ; • •
the undersigned merchants, agree to allow five
W E,per
cent discount on all purchases made of us,
and paid for at the time of purchase with cashier's
checks on any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
Signed;
RI'DY PHILLIPS & Co.
WAIJ.ERSTE1N BROS.
NAGEL & MEYBR.
GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
J. L. WOLFF.

M'PHERSON DRUG STORE.
B. WEILLE & SON.
WILL J. GILBERT DRUG STORE.
PURCELL & THOMPSON.
it01' L. CULLEY & 0(10.
J. W. GRAVES & SON.

It. W. W.U.K.ER & 00.
Criminal Docket.
I we:I
Hassell May Be Speaker.
has served through three FA'SELL GUTHILIE & 00.
United States vs. Sam Carter, in
HANK BROS.
Hardinsburg, Ky.. Nov. 11.—John slons. and has had considerable ex- dictment.
capias issued.
GARDNER,
JR..
F.
N.
CO.
U.
G. GULLETT & CO.
perience
and is a good, clean, able
P. Haswell. Jr., representative-elect
United States vs. William Diggs.
MRS. C. W. GIRARDY.
GEO. O. HART & SON.
from this county, wlll.in the event man, and would make a fine presid- Indictment continued, compromise
the lower house is Repufifican an- ing officer, and will have strong back- pending.
A Cow•slip.
nounce for Speaker. He has very ing to start in.
All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
United States vs. Dirk Rowland,
strong encouragement and a good
indict men t, compromise
pending.
value and are glzd to get them, but the above merface
The Evening 5un-10e, a tweet.
support already pledged. Mr. Hascaplets issued, defendant in jail.
chants will allow you five cents more on every dollar's
United States vs. J. S. Bordeaux,
et al., indictment continued, alias
worth of merchandise bought of them and paid for in
capais issued,
cashier's checks on Paducah's banks.
W. F. Parton,
R. Rudy.
United States vs. George W. Var.
P Puryear,
Pn•sident.
nate indictment continued, alias
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
issued, defendant in jail.
United States vs. Dell Dowdy. indictment, *defendant on bond.
United States vs. Thomas Gordon.
indfctment, compromise pending.
toe aaaaaa1.4
United Stases vs. Philip J. Abbott,
indictment continuec, atias issued.
.ssimme••••1•1=11111111111M1111111•11118s
C3pita1
$100,000
United States vs John B Murphy,
Surplus
Indictment, defendaet dead. .
pe
Iitited__States vie led Gardlearslik•
Stockholder! Bab diIt!
•
-&-a-&-• •. •
100.000
dictment, defendant :n penitentiary.
enthnbeeAn.
earnagey and the board is expected
United States vs. Henry Spraggins,
Total security to depositors
$230,000
here this week.
indictment, defendant on bond.
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
A bill of lading for apparatus
United
Suggestions
for
Philip
States
vs.
Learning
Poems
J.
•
Abbott,
about
26t..Vse,
three-quarincluding
York
New
email as well S large depositors and accord to all the same
The statement of the
bought from St. Louis for the scienindictment continued, alias issued. •
clearing house banks for the past ters of a million in wheat.
courteous treatment.
United States vs. H. C. McChord,
The annual meeting of the Inter- tific department of Paducah High
week shows that the banks hold $51.indictment. capias issued.
national
requirements
Civic Federation will be held school has reached the city. It should
the
less than
The memorizing of poems and good 924,625
be here this week also.
United States vs. Bob Waterfield.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
'of the 25 per cent. reserve rule. This in New York December 9 and 10.
indictment, alias issued, defendant prose is of great value in acquiring is a decrease in the proportionate
The announcement of the pensionocabular) and tityle.
in jail.
A Significant Prayer.
cash reserve of $13,0s5,800 as com- ing of Maj. Alfred Dreyfus was officAs a rule, all pupils should learn at
OPEN SA'7URDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CI,0Cit.
United States Ns. J. M. Radford,
"May the Lord help you make
ially gazetted in Paris.
pared with the previous week.
least six poems each year, in addiindictment, defendant on bond.
The board of directors of the Ten- Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to
The president haw issued an order
tion to individual poems learned
In Admiralty.
consolidating the two internal reve- nessee Coal. Iron and Railroad cmo- all." writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
Third and Broadwa‘
,
V. N. Nation, et al., vs. Cumber- from time to time.
Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pain
nue collection districts of Tennessee pany has been reorganized.
The beginning of each season is
land River Mining company.
A prairie fire of huge proportions out of a felon for me and cured it. In
into one district, with headquarters
Cecil Reed, trustee. vs. American. perhapil the best time for learning at Nashville, and has appointed Rob- is sweeping the country a few miles a wonderfully short time" Best on
poems. September, December and
German National bank.
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
ert S. Sharp, of Chattanooga, collec- north of Crookston, Minn.
A. H. Boyd, trustee, vs. Rose lieu- March—the months when the mind tor of the new district.
:Lc at all druggists.
turns to a new mode of life—are eseenTt
PATENT BLACKBOARDS
Efforts to compel E H. Harriman
H. 'McGregor, trustee, vs. Ben- pecially good for getting the poetic
Young College Woman (interested
propounded
questions
answer
the
to
view of what the future holds in
ton Mercantile company, et al.
interstate Have Been Shipped and Will Be Used in political—The office should seek
the
spring
by
him
last
to
store. It would be economical to
the man. Grandma (rather deaf)—
in Pettiest' schools.
concerning the
have a written or printed copy of a commerce commission
Golden Thoughts for the Week.
I know that's what girls think nowAlton rall -oad will be
and
Chicago
poem
ready to hand out to every
Monday—The art of life is to know
Notice of the shipment of 3.004) adays. But in my time it was conin
New
Wednesday
renewed
next
how to enjoy little and endure much. pupil in the school the first day of York.
feet of patent blackboard for Padti- sidered very uniadelike —Puck
Tuesday—lialf the ins we hoard in the season. When every child has.a
conferred
Roosevelt
President
poem
to
time,
learn
opat
the
same
our hearts are ills because we hoard
Gompers and the mem
portunity for pleasant rivalry and with Samuel
them.
bers of the executive council of the
interest
community
of
is
afforded,
Wednesday—Fresh eresponeibtlities
American Federation of Labor re
mastering Karding labor legislation at the commean fresh power for serving God which greatly assists in
the work. The teacher's copy may
PA DUCAll a a KENTUCKY
and man.
ing session of congress.
preThursday—liow seldom we weigtt then be returned to her and
On account of the improvement in
served
for
future
grades
six,
use.
In
our neigebar in the same balance
Moroccan situation the French
the
We have made arrangements to furnish all Magaseven and eight, the poems may be
with ourselves.
.
government has ordered the withzines
and Periodicals at cut price. We fill all
assigned
by
the
of
giving
the
subject
Fri da y--Tbrou gh a thousand un drawal of four cruisers and nine toroffers made by any other cut-orice club concern.
notioed openings our inner life is poem, the author and the book in pedo boats from duty off the coast of
which it may be found, and the pufinished upon the world.
Get our cut-price list on club offers and save money.
Morocco.
Saturday—Conscience is the name pil asked to find it for himself.
engagements have passed the
Gold
It
is now ready. On November 20th our complete
It is generally advisable for the
the orthodox give to their prejudices.
$5.0.00,0,0tro mark. The stock market
of all periodicals at cut prices will be
teacher
to
catalogue
read
to
the
school
with
as
Sunday—Perreeverance accomplishimproved - strength and
good expression as possible, each is showing
get it before making your orders.
ready.
Better
es moee Man precipitation.
financiers say the situation
poem that is to be committed to New York
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
encouraging from every standpoint
is
Trustee's Notice of Proposed Sale. memory by the pupils. Teachers
The Cosmopolitan hotel and thea-'
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
In the District Court of the United should also give the child some in- ter, just outside of the Jamestown
THE BOOK AND
light
into
the
Imagery
and
signifilife—for the time when you will need money—there
fates for the Western District of
exposition grounds, was destroyed by
MUSIC MAN
cance
of
the
learnpoem
before
it
is
Kentucky, in the matter of Dixie
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
originating from the explosion of
ed, and from time to time as the fire
Harbour's Department Store.
At
Mills
Company,
bankrutp,
In
bankof the future.
gasoline lamp.
poem is recited, suggestive questions a
ruptcy.
Labor Commissioner Ryder. of NeStart today—a dollar will do it.
which
should
will
be
asked
cause
the
To the creditors and others interestbraska. has announced that children
gain
child
further
to
insight
some
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings aced in.-the estate of sa:d bankrupt:
under sixteen years of age must not
This is to notify you, that pursuant Into its meaning. ,
counts if left with us six months or longer.
appear behind tbe footlights in that
should
be given some help state.
Pupils
to order of Emmet W. Bagby, a referee in bankruptcy of said court, be- in the method of memorizing their
The trustees of the incluetrial peace
fore whom said cause is pending, I poems: The painful drudgery of
foundation, to which President Roose
memory
committing
to
word by word,
shall, at 12 o'clock noon, on the 11th
velt gave the Nobel peace prize, met
day of November, 1907, sell at pub- or line by line. may be avoided if the
at Washington to outline plans for
lic sale to the highest bidder the fol- teacher will help the child in graspits labors.
lowing described property belonging ing the principal thoughts in the seAn issue of 6 per cent, debenture
lection, and mastering these succesto said estate, teewite....__
bonds convertible into stock has been
Office fixtures, desks, typewriter. sive thoughts as wholes. The readauthorized by the directors of the
Mosier safe, six cases of yarn, one lot ing period may occasionally be used
New York, New Haven and Hartford
interpretation
of these
of waste, one lot of undyed socks, for the
railroad.
one lot of thread yarn, in bins, one poems, but the memorizing of them
0. K. Washing Machines
President Harvie Jordan, of the
lot of unfinished knit socks, one lot should be done in study periods and
Southern Cotton association, has isof finished socks, one lot of empty at home.
Regular Price $6.50, Specialstiale
Pupils should give much attention sued a statement tp We farmers urgboxes and one pair of scales, which
Cash price
has been appraised at $2,546.75.
to the effective delivery of their ing them to hold their cotton for
The property will be sold where it poems. in order that the pupils list- higher prices.
The New Orleans Stock exchange
Bird Cages
is now situated, at or near the cor- ening may enjoy-each poem that is
another
ner of Eighth and Norton streets, in recited. If the proper enthusiasm is will suspend business for
Regular price 60c, $1.00, $1.5o and $2.00, Special
, Paducah, Kentdcky. for one-third aroused. pupils will enter heartily week In compliance with the request
association.
Clearing
House
of
the
Sale Cash
cash and balance on a credit of 90 into this work, and it not only will
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with- Cashier's
avenue, for full particulars.
Roller Skate Works, will
is
Cadiz,
of
Smith,
D.
Mrs.
George
--WA-STED-- A tInner at Robinson.
well as all the, walks of registered
month's
Checks on Paducah
at the Palmer House tobe at the Auditorium to$21 a week 10 a first-class man. . NIGHT SCHOOL-First
too.
work
and
life,
if you clip and mail or
free
tuition
.
banks.
day.
.
111.
eon.
p
RohlCo.,
Mfg.
of
Scott
night for the purpose
present this notice within the •next
Agents for Fisk,Clarken Fiwg
Attorney J. P. Alcusworth..of
ntletnan. nicely
FOR RENT---To
taking orders for the
4
days to Dranghon's PrecticQ
five
I
inthII
fine
treseand
Adier'a
cowl
circuit
and
kinseille. attend. ,1
furninhed upstairs room, (onvenient Business
(Ineorporate1)
College
;rie Gloves.'
celebrated
today.
to bath, hot and cold water. Allele 31 4%
011
Paducah.
Broadway,
Miss
and
Fiourney
David
Mrs,
to R. D. Clements-40S Clay eitest. phone 174a asking for particulars t
Tuesday
on
leave
Etbel Morrow will
'tepee
7:stetBe fee tern ier this remetrkanie offer. If :ton deter%
for Si. .1 OFC•011.M'o.,'T&v1ift -1174.-7:edIAMMaii
wit.h black spot on left' and brown quit at end of month. owing nothleg.
falTABLIVILD
BuckMisiePearl
formerly
Burns,
M.
Dr uggletet
head and white nose. Return to 610 or continue at special rate--$4 a
tier, of Paducah.
Husbands for reward.
Op. Palmer Heise.
month
Fifth and Broadway.
The Rev. 'Peter Fields, left this
•
,
14
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Keep Warm

A•rdriri-r 1-16-edr4r4

And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

Yloor 'Oil `Cloth.

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

W

30c
35c
$1.00

?".....

Jww!.•.,...4.4.1.4.4.1.,1

IOCAL NEWS t

$1,25 to $75.00

Don't fail2 C the Best Line

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

IN 1111 COURTS

t

WANT ADS.

i-r4 -FOR----SALE---Yeung

p

i

The Us of
Toilet Cologne

Neroli Cologne

U. FAKE W. HOLEY

50c

ire,t14,LeY

Henley Skates

MONDAY, NOVEMBER It.

TIIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
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,Of Interest To Women.
Site women as are not seriously 0111
al health but eau have exacting duties
esiser in Ih 'a, of house to perfor
h isi_eareti or ii!axial dUllea and Nilo as
Ui s
seriously tax their strength,
as se
ursIng mothers, Dr. Pierce's
St ta *eeee**eloo(Deeee 4904).•••••
kavor:te
•rIption has proved a most
valuable su
rting tonic and invigoratOwen—J. H. Jackson (D).
ing nervine. BLins imply use, much
The latest figures on the returns
ay he in the legislative and senatorial
ter low: siokneas And an rixnz
Pendleton—C. F. Crecelius (D).
aSisasepeei tine table and the races make little change.
Pike—J. B. Mayrard
t
(R)•
tastrona: knife, waolaosst, ss__Sisssyse
Pulatki—W. H. Isaacs (R.)
The House.
ldom have to be ern iloyeditth ruost
Republicans
Scott—Robert H. Anderson (D).
49
e s
w) a
vis ua
Shelby—E. B. Beard (D).
51
tie n /ea time. The - Favorite Preserlp- Democrats
-a
Simpson—W. J. Gooch (D).
Lon" ..tb pros en a great boon to ex pectant
mothers by preparing the system for the
Todd—W. l, Kimbrough (H).
100
coming of baby, thereby rendh mug childTrigg—T. E. Wash (D).
The Netatte.
birth safe, easy, and almost painless.
Union—George S. Wilson (Di
Republicans
16
Bear in mind, pS use that Dr. Pierce's
Warren', City
istrict -- Duncan
22
Favorite PmseriiitIon is not a secret or Democrats
(D).
patent medicine, against which the most
Warren, County District—W. R.
intelligent people are quite naturally
38
Whitlow (D).
averse, becsuse of the uncertainty as to
Itepreseutitt it e.
their composition and harmless character,
Washington—W.
McChord (D).
Adair and Cumberland—G. Luther
but is a NIMICINK Or KNOWN CONI1'O8LleVebster—J. F. Porter (D).
rioN, a full list of all its inaredients being Perryman (RI.
Woodford—H. A. Schoberth (D)
printod, in plain English, on every bottleAllen—T. B. Dixon (R).
New Senators.
wrappee. An examination of this list of
Anderson—William Dowling (D).
Fulton, Graves and Hickman—E.
ingredients will disclose the fact that it is
non-alcohulie in its cornixesition, chemic- (D).
M. Taylor (D).
ally pure, triple-retitled glycerine taking
Ballard and Carlisle—Jesse NichCalloway, Lyon, Livingston and
the place of the csimmenly used alcobel, ols (D).
Trigg—Conn Linn (D).
In its makeoup. In this connection it
Barren —W. F. Edmunds (D).
mSy not be out of place to state that the
Henderson and Union—J. J. Wat•Favurite Preacriptiou" of Dr. Pierce is
Bath and Rowan—Pierce Blair kins
(D).
the only medicine put up for the cure of t
R).
woman's peculiar weuknesaes and ailButler, Muhleaberg and Ohlo—J.
ments, and sold through druggists, all • Bell, Harlan, Perry and Leslie—D. W. Wright (D).
the ingredients of which have the un- B. Cornett (RI.
Daviess and McLean—Ben F. Lananimous endorsement of all the leading
Boone—John W. Bershire Dl.
medical writ..rs and teachers of all the
drum (R).
seyenn eeiriols of 'practice, and that too
Bourbon -J. Hal Woodford (D/.
Logan, Sanpson and Todd—G. T
as remedies for the ailments for wide h
and
Boyd
Lawrence — Garfield Wyatt (D).
Favorite Prescription" is recommended.
A little book of these endorsements will Moore (R)•
Allen, Edmouson and Warren- be sent to any address, post-mial. and
t's—E. W. Lillard (D).
Oliver (R).
ahmlutely free if you merest same by
aen—G. T. Reynolds ( DI.
V. Pierce,
postal card, or letter, of Dr.
Green, Hart and Larue—G. A. TayBreathitt. Lee and Magoffin—Sam lor (RI.
Hqffalo. N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Plea:tent Pelle:s cure con- Patrick (R).
Nelson. Shelby and Spencer—Sam
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
Breckinridge—John
P. Haswell, Peter
many dises-evi. lure the cause and you
(DI.
sue the disease. Easy to take as candy. Jr., (R).
Marion, Taylor and Washington-Bullitt and Spencer—William M.
G. T. Jarvis (R).
Thompson ID).
Bell. Whitley, Jackson, Knott,
Butler and Edmonson —Harvey L. Laurel. Pulaski and Rackcastle
—Jo•
Myers (R).
stash F. Bosworth (R).
Caldwell—W. H. Jones (R).
Barren, Metcalfe and Monroe--i.
Calloway—J. B. Swann (DI.
T. Smith (t).
Campbell. Eighty-third District—
TWO OF IIIIOWNLOWS MEN (TT
Carroll. Henry, Oldham and TrimHarry Weltkamp
OUT IN TENNESSEE.
ble—Joseph A. Donaldson (D).
Carroll and Gallatin—A. A. AllBoone, Gallatin and Owen—R. 1.
thin (D).
Brown (D).
Carter and Elliott—R. T. HutcheCampbell—George Wi:heimi (R)
"Bobs Shwa of Chattanooga, Gets son (R).
Fayette—Thomas A. Coinbs (D).
Collectorship With Nashville
Casey and Russell—R. S. Rector (Contested).
(R).
Office.
Estill, Lee, Madison and Powell—
Christian—John Fe:and. .1r , (It ). A. R. Burnam
(Rt.
Clark-1L D. hunter t )
els ant:Mason—II. C. Grigsby
cloon and Owsley --WIT- (
R I.
Washington, Nov. 11.—As a re- Ham A. Cope I RI
Harlan, Johnson,
Clay, Floyd,
sult of the wave of prohibition which
Clinton and Wayne—J. A. Sloan Knott,
Letcher,
Leslie.
Martin, Perry,
Is sweeping through the Southern (R).
and Pike—Hilliard Smith (111.
states it was announced today at the
Crittenden and Livingston—Alberti Bath,
Carter, Fleming. Menifee and
treasury department that the two in- Butler (RI.
Rowan—J. L. Vice (R).
ternal revenue collecting districts of
Daviess, City District—H. C. Cole
Jefferson—Nat C. Cureton (II).
Tennessee, the Second and Fifth. ( R I.
Holdover *contorts.
have ben consolidated, by executive
Daviess, County District—W. BirkBallard. Maeshall, McCracken and
li`der. The headquarters of the new shire (D).
CarIlsie—J. Wheeler Campbe:l (D).
district will be at Nashville. Robert
Estill and Powell—Dr. A. G. Knox
Caldwell, Crittenden and Webster
S. Sharp, of Chattanooga: has been (R).
—P. S. Maxwell (Di.
appointed collector, and he has notiFayette. City District—W. F. Klair
Christian and
Hopkins — Frank
fied Commissioner of Revenue Capers (D). (Contested).
itivea (D).
that he has offered the position of
Fayette. County District—C. C.
BreckInridge, Hancock and Meade
Chief Deputy Collector to Colector Patrick (R 1.
—Richard %V. Owen (DI.
Butler, of the Second dietrict. Mr.
Fleming—John T. Shanklin (R).
Bullitt, Grayson and Hardin—W.
Caldwell. collector of the Fifth ais-i Floyd, Knott and Letcher—Wiley
W. Tabb (D).
trist. has been commissioned a rev e- Hof:Mins (D).
Clinton, Cumberland, Adair. RusDue agent.
Franklin—James T. Buford (DI. sell
and Wayne—L. C. Neil (R).
In the ninety-six counties in TenFu:ton and Hickman— W'. J. JackBoy le. Lincoln, Gerrard and Casey
nessee there are only forty-nine grain son
(D).
—R. L. Hubble (DI.
distilleries, thirty-six tobacco facGarrard— W. C. Wynn (R).
Jessamine, Scott and Woodford —
tories, four breweries and 101 liquor
Grant—John T. Steers (D).
J. W. Newman (B).
dealers, pay hie special taxes, exceptGraves—Houston Brooks (D).
Anderson, Franklin and Mercer—
ing those at Memphis, Nashville.
Grayson—S. L. Given (RI.
Jack Chinn (D).
Chattanooga and LaFollette, the only
Green and Taylor—George W.
Kenton—E. E. Walker (R).
cities where :ntoxicants can be pur- Parrot
(RI.
Bracken, Grant and Pendleton-chased in the state.
Greenup—C. %V. G. Hannah (R.)
Dr. 0. P. Hogan (D).
Hancock—R. E. Stewart (12,),
Bourbon, Clark and Montgomery-Cone ernieg Gray Days.
Hardin—J. C. Pirtle (D).
Charles B. Ecton (D).
Harrison—J. %V. S:ump (D).
Harrison, Nicholas and Robertson
It's getting time to write about a
Hart—%V. H. Strange (R).
—E. K. Renaker (D).
gray day,
Henderson—Frank M. Hutcheson,
Boyd, Greenup, Elliot -and LawJr. (DI.
So here we go.
rence—Dr. M. G. Watson (D)•
- A gray day is in contrast to a May
Henry—G. B. Waggoner (D).
Breathitt, Magoffin, Morgan. Owsday,
Hopkins—Thomas E. Finley (R). ley
and Wolfe—Benjamin Sewell (R)
As you know.
Jefferson, Forty-fourth District—
Jefferson County. First and See-R. L. Gwathmey (RI.
ond Wards—H. S. McNutt (13).
But if you really wieh to soe a OW
Jefferson, Forty-fifth District—W.
Jefferson, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth,
day
S. Markoff (R).
Eleventh and Twelfth Wards—Albert
With nary sun,
Jefferson. Forty-sixth
District— H. Charlton
(DI.
Pick out the day you'd figured es a Chris. Mueller (D).
At pay day.
Jefferson, Forty-seventh District—
I'. H. S. hoses.
Whioh wasn't one.
John T. Davis (R).
After a hard-fought game, in which
—0ourier-Jourrati.
Jefferson, Forty-eighth District—
both teams scored a touchdown. the
Cleves G. Kinkead (RI.
God sends enough to all.—Lettin
Jefferson. :Forty-ninth
District— High school team quit the field, beR. L. Harris (R).
cause on a pure. the Mayfield team
Jefferson, Fiftieth District—Emancontended one of their players caught
net Meyer (R).
the bail fair and the High School
Jefferson. Fifty-first District—J. P.
boys contended he did not, and this
Wailare
was upheld by the referee, Felix St.
Johnson and
Martin—Isaac G.
John. The Mayfield boys would not
Rice (R).
take this decision and so the PaduJessamine — Hugh
Mahen (D).
cah High school boys left the field,
I.
There are certain nerves (Contested
thereby forfeiting the game to ths
Kenton, Hightieth District—R. C.
May field team. Most of the Mayfield
that control the action S'.mmons (D).
boys acted well, but some were rowdy
of the heart. When they
Kenton, Eighty-first District—C. C.
After the game some of the Mayfield
become weak, the heart Chase (RI.
bass went to the hotel where the
Kenton, Eighty-second District—
action is impaired. Short Louis W. Arnett (DI.
High school boys were staying and
apologized to the Nays.
breath, pain around heart,
Knox and Whitley—Sawyer Smith
choking sensation, palpi- (R).
tArue—Robert Eniow (D).
tation, fluttering, feeble
Laurel and Rockcastle—W. A. B.
or rapid pulse, and other Davis
(it).
distressing symptoms folLewis—Jasper D. Lowder (R).
low. Dr. Miles Heart Cure
Lincoln—W. H. Shanks (D).
hogan—W. V. Perry (DI.
is a medicine especially
cn and Marshall—John L. Smith
adapted to the needs of
(D).
these nerves and the musMadison—Jerry Sullivan (D).
cular structure of the
Mason—Virgil McKnight (0).
Marion—T. C. Jackson (R I.
heart itself. It is a
The McPherson Drug Store SerMcCracken—Eugene Graves (D).
vice stands high above all comvtrengthening tonic that
petitors, and although widely
McLean—A. T. Lee (R ).
brings speedy relief.
imitated and constantly copied,
Meade—Gus W. Richardson (0).
our customers know the differMercer—W. N. Brown, Jr., (R).
ence between McPherson's Ser"For years I ruftrrrd with what
Metcalfe and Monroe—Henry Denvice and -ordinary Drug Store
the
-,et was t-trirnaoh trouble, when
ham (ft).
Service,
the' ‘'oetore t,.;.I rnr. I had heart
el-outdo. I had triod many remedies,
Montgomery and Menifee—J. Will
Our Policy is original.
atei-n the In. Mil a almanac came
into my
Clay (D).
and I coniludnd to
-- Our Methods are original.
try fer. MIls Ile-art rime, I have
Monroe—H. H. Denham (R).
taken thrm- bottles, and now I um
Our Success is phenomonol.
not irtfl.-ring at all. I am etita-rt anti
Morgan and Wolfe—A. C. Oliver
tf You Want the best in anythis niecttolne .114 It. I writ
,this iri
(I)).
the haps* that It will attract the at
thing and everything that
of oinso, e of, sum r
I ,lid."
Mithlenberg—D. P. Taggart (R).
may be obtained at a drug store,
SI
oAnn,,N,.
If you want it at the most
Nelson—Frank .1. Brown.(D).
804 Main $t., Covii,gtun, Ky.
reasonable price possible. If you
Nicholas and Robertsson. —C. S.
Your druggist seals Or. miles' Heart
want it promptly, If you want
Curs, and we authorize him to return
Tenapleman
rotes ee.. first bottle (only) If It faris
it with absolute satisfaction to
to benefit you.
Dhio-2. A. Duff (E).
yourself, then -come a& once to
Trimble, -- Eugene
and
Oldham
or telephone ISO, Both Phones.
bilks Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
Tandy (D).
1

Personnel of the Legislature
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For all the Family Circle

.fk. Sll1J
IL
ay

THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center iu the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-soulea. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the departmenit of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chile-contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE uomE MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
TUE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

eimm• ••=wim. •••••••••

For Everybody in the Home

The Splendid New

A Special Feature

Serial Story

Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows incident with quick succession,and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery,love andstrange adventaring kindles the interest up
asias.4
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background,faithful in characterization and intensely dramatic,withstirringclimax,Sataa
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
ley Hattie

Er-minis Maas

Andrew of Hearts Geeneyeeriae
end 'rho Castaways

Mairainorody

Ilium:tided by
A. 1. WENZILL.L.

Elm INICYM
ht.2 74 11 TA I

CheHONE
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY

A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.

ONE DOLLARIAIYEAR

Short Stories 2
(IA MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENT;
AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME ItAGA2D41
All THI/POLLOMING

COOCIRT
An ut wbisk requires most studious sad diligent applicattn to be knows at it. test. !deny
accompanied by superior illuetrations,
enable cur
eur readers to gee dee/Nest variety and
Ch1101:1 to the Pecos table.
Marma Harland, the greatest lering author.
Ity, oladverts Ma depart...ow
NOUMMEOLDING
This departawat seastantly re/act' the bast
Ideas end experience of the whole country as
building eindfortable, artist* yet moderatepriced boots.
ENTIMUOR DILOOLA1'1ON
Genuinely heisted, with timely suggestions of
'paw* practical value. Mural deceratioa, rusk
Waiters. au..1 tier correct arrangement of intoner% with • special Mew so COSIV•010111011 and
eientert.
HOUSEILEIPING
715 emeartmest of a home from cellar to
1111'•et. wits arcS•r.rnre>r2 cf the teoe*n I and
ctr latzt-saving dor.lcf.'s now being nsanutwclured tcr the coeirw.l.en,• ef the DOMe, 5:•11rr,
whether tie horne be of two or twenty 1.701111S.

•ws onsksurson

ETU'S OR LANDSCJJ'E
NG
Inval,iabio for those lovers of nature who
would make thoir hoe.* grounds attractive and
beautif,.
HelpfJI to the amateur eorist and
Marrersting to every one.

=

•CTelirot

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

POULTRY AND THE KENNEL,
Practical and helpful departmental
"MillerPurvis, editor of P,AlItry, is one el the contributors.
PRACTICAL PASH/ONSI
Choke designs, illustrations and complete
descriptions carefully selected to give rubscribere advance styles, precuts' and correct.
Our pattern department renders prompt and
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
AND NIRDLSWOIUL
# Yretty yet simple devices that oven very
busy
women can successfully accomplish. The variety offered suggesits something that appeal,
to
all Matti:stied ED different types
twCirwork.
AND HYGIENE
The waling of strong, well-formed, perfectly
developed bodies. the •alue of exercise, barg•
ing with special articles an the care et
tbe
eyes, nose, teeth and ears.

nneOlDLILY

or

mills

By the best writers in the country appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.

Illustrations
All the departments are fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
HOWE MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howar4 Chandler Christy,liarrison Fisher, A. II. %Venzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay liambidge,.
etc., etc.,
—

MAINLY All(X/TJPEOPLI
Entertainaateriee I. pa▪ ragraphs of Amer:,
Iran men
erewslia. Illustrated was pep,

trains

A/fD DM/DIM
Witt wen
?aim
assay vocations are
thinking, and Aryan& no the questions of tie
day.

cd

THI VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable 'elides des leg with gaedoning on
• town air city lot. Vrtrat
grow an1 iew to
grow it. Filled with good ideas. Illustrated.

RIMER
Hobto.htern11 novels, the poet popular atm
ries
Arnetua. appear as serials before Mohr
publication in book form.
TER CDOICEST SHORT ITORJR3
Humorous 'torus. lore stories and Monies
of business and adventure--clean, wholesome,
satisfying and deinibtful, and lots of them, win
appear in every number.

TM' HORSE AND THE STAISUS
Illustrated articles by acknowledged author.
ides.

THE GINGER JAR
•
A mitt:, tree 14ing, cheerful, smile-making.
exhilarating .C.loition of vagrant bits of wit
and humor, Coll. y. re,; and old.

Cgts
6J6 AS
.. 11

•

The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.

3rIfellt

This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* .▪ *

Weak

Heart Action

The M c Pherson
Drug Sjore
Service
SUPERIORITY

Try it.

THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his'
best taste.

The Sun

1155. Third St.

r_C
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SECURED
ooesexa -kotisaleie#Nokosoeisomato
And many other painful,and serious
ENGLISH WORK IN THE
Or Ntrwtasy R tx e k
ailments from which most mothers
SCHOOLS.
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
CONTRACT given, backed by 9300 000 00 capital and 18 years' STTUCESS
No, 4
J. A. l'arnagey,
"Mothers Fried." This great remedy
etd?02/
147
...**CietiltKieler.FA
PRACTICAL
is a God-send to women,carrying MAY BE ABLE TO MEET IN THE
The Relation ef English and
Business Colleges
NNW CAPITOL.
them through their most critical
il000rporatol.)
It is desirable that there be in all
ordeal with safety and no pain.
PADUCAH, 312 Broadway, and Evansville and St. LOW&
grades a very close relation between Bookkeeping, Banking, Slierthand, Pentilanitilp, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
No woman who uses''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering Lack of Furnishings Will Be the
work in English and expression in by business men. Also Leath by wail, Write. phone, or call for Catalogue.
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
Only Drawback to the Big
drawing and color, which may be
17 Strxtasei.
30 Colleges 1
and insures safety to life of mother and child,and leaves her in
Had Breath, K'HankIng, Ringing used to increase enjoyment of fine
Building.
Ears,
in
the
Deafness,
Hacking
literature.
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
cough and Spitting Quickly Cnred.I
Free and constant use should be
also healthy, strong and
made by teacher and pupils of
good natured. Our book
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 11.—The
!graphic expression with blackboard.
stale capitol commission and tie
BOTAN•C BLOOD BALM
"Motherhood," is worth
brush and pencil.
state printing board, composed of the
The Remedy whieh Caren CaNature study offers' throughout the
Undertakers an Embalmers
Its weight in gold to every
sinking fund commission members,
tarrh by Killing the Catarrhal
ar abundant subjects for English
woman,and will be sent free in plain
Paducah, Hy.
Poison and Purifying the Blood.
211-213 S. Third St.
held meetings. The purpose of them
illikasition, drawing and color.
The
LARUE SAMPLE FREE.
envelope by addressing application to
was to audit a number of accounts.
HAnges of the season and the weathwhich had
accumulated during the'
the arrival and departure of birds,
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Oa.

NEW LEGISLATURE

RISIN
BREAS

POSITIONS

Free
I
• Catarrh
Cure

DRAUGHON'S

moTHER,s

GUY NANCE & SON

FRIEND

Familiarity.
Landis, the
Keneeaw Mountain
DIstriet Judge, who
United states
fined John D Rockefeller at Chicago
a few weeka ago, has &limited. some
novel. seneationts to the staid federal
judiciary in the two years be has
been on the beret.

last sixty days, when it was not possible to secure a majority of either
saat.."
body for such purposes.
The conWhereas Landis began to erupt tractors for the capitol reported that
uproarious laughter, so uproarious twelve feet of the stone work on the
in fact, that before he had recovered dome of the new building has been
hie teniposure he had fittsseted a constructed
within five days, and
larger audience, including Federal that the work is progressing splenJudges Peter S. Gross:cup and James didly. The stone contractors on the
• work expect to complete their work
Jenkins:.
"'Chris,'
bet I can guess Who by the close of November, and when

One day after his appointment had
told you that," ehuckled Landis. "It
been ansieuneed by the president,
woe. eithor 'Pete' Crotw,cop or 'Jim'
but [store he asumed office, Mr.
J e Vitus."
Landis wise tntereepted la the game
dor or the courts by Circuit Judge
BE *CHARITABLE
Christian C. Kohbeit.
To you: horses an well as to yourself.
need
not
suffer Iron, pains of any
You
"I am happy to learn.," mid that sort—your horses
need not suffer. Try
Venerable jurist, "that you are no be- a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
come one of my colleagnee on the It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts, Bakersfield, Mo., writes: "I have used your
bench
Mr. Landis.. But, young Liniment for ten years and find it to be
best I have ever used for man or
Mau, from what I hear, you have the
beast." Sold by J. It. Oehlscillueger.
teueb to learn in the way of uphold- Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
ing the dignity of the office. I am
told that you are in the habit of
If love would only remain blind
rt f•e-rit.g to me as 'Chris' Kohl-after triarrLee• 1,11. vale's the ,e.e?

The Best Carriage
Seriice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed cnrriags
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-

tention at all times.

H A R1RY

ANDERSON, PHONE 015

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

I

I

the general assembly of 1906 assembles it may be 'able to hold its initial
session in the completed building,
which at that time will only lack the
furnishings and the lanscape work of

the exterior to make it a finished
capitol.
A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude

that
can never be paid off," writes G. S.
Cfark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
rescue from death, by
Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
imminent, when I commenced tekominous
ing New Discovery.
The
dry, harking cough quit before the
first bottle was used, and two more
complete
cure."
bottles made
a
Nothing has ever equaled New Disall
and
covery for coughs. colds
Guarthroat and long complaints.
anteed by all druggists. 5'ec and $1.
Trial bottle free.

Again in Circulation and

Mer-

Arr Wn.rfteell ily ettiirr.

Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
• Complete machine shop.

Manufacturer-of

to ask hint- queetione.

When a man says he always was
sick—troubled with a .nough that lasted all winter—what would you think If
he should say—he never was sick since
using Ballard's Horehound syrup? Such
a man exists. Mr. J. C. Clark, Denver,
col.: writes: -For
was troubled
with a severe rough that would last all
winter. This cough left me In a miserable condition. I tried Ballard's Horehound Syrup and have not had a siek
day since. Tha's what it did for nit'."
Sold by J. H, Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
BANK. and C. 0. Ripley.

yekri

Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 leersai St

genuine growth from day to
day,
crudity of
expression
should
not
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
trouble her. It is well
to
guard
t
against allowing admiration of fine La a phrase unknown to us. And yet
production to obscure judgment, It eonsuniption is driving thousands inis possible to secure on paper fine to exile in fir-off Califernia or mow.

Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
8 to 10 o.m
Office Housy,. 4

Both

p

n,

Phones 270

results when pupils have little real other dktant land. Before you subpower. The final test of a pupil's mit to twin.; exiled, give F:mulso_
power is what he can do unaided. Hypo a thorough trial. It has cured
It Ell KOPF PROPERTY
While on one hand there should be many at home Jimmie their loved
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
IS DEEDED TO
wide opportunity for free espreasion, ones. Physicians enderae it. Six hoe
KENTUCKY,
Don't Mention It: "Pop!" "Yea, on the other there should be thor- Ht's $5.00 from your druggist.
Three deeds filed in county court
hank
Binding,
Rank Wort. Lege'
my
son."
"What
is
a
nom
de
plume?"
ough
and earnest study of principles
make the American German National
and Library Work a specialty.
bank sole owner of the E. Rehkopf "Why, it is a man's pen name, my and practice In technique that free
boy." "Well, pop, that's not the individual expression may be of a fine
estate. Rehkopf went Into bankruptcy
name you call your fountain pen anti high order.
and his property was ordered soil
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
when it won't work!"—Yonkers
(To be Continued.)
Agents acting for the bank bought in
Statesman.
PACKET COMPANY.
deeded
the property for $39,450 and
He Fought at Gettysburg.
it Saturday.
THERE IS NO REASON
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
(Incorporated.)
Why your baby should be thin, and fretful during the night. Worms are the who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
cause of thin, sickly babies. It is nat- "Electric Bitters have done me more
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
ural that a healthy baby should be fat
STEAMER CLYDE
and sleep well. If your baby does not good than any medicine I ever took.
buy horses, retain Its food, don't experiment with For several years I had stomach
colic cures and other medicine, but try
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Hirer
A r e bus i ness systemizers,
sell horses,
a bottle of White's Cream Vermifurre, trouble, and paid out much money
and you will soon see your baby have for medicine to little purpose, until
Every- Wednesday at 4 p. at.
time
savers and office necessiboard horses odor and 1 tugh as it should. Sold by I began taking Electric Bitters. I
J. H. tiehischlaeger, 1..ang Bros. and C.
do a general
A. W. WRIGHT
0. Ripley.
Master
ties to the real business Man.
would not take $5-00 for what they
1 i very businessEUGENE ROBINSON ...
have done for me," Grand tonic for
Harold—I suppose, Uncle George, the aged and for female weaknesses
Prices Right.,
you object to these things because I
This company is not responsible
Great alterative and body builder:
inhale the smoke. Uncle George— best of all for lame back and weak
for invoice charges unless collected
laeoroorafed.
Not at all, my boy. I object to them
by the clerk of the boat. .
- Fourth St. and Kentucky Art.
kidneys. Guaranteed by all drugi
115 S. Third St. Phones 358.
bscause you exhale the smoke.—Mil- gists,
50e.
waukee Sentinel.
Special excursion rakes from Padaeah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
AV %REHOUSES
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Are Designated By Growers for Storage of Tobacco Crop.
EVANSVILLE, PADU( A R AND
CAIRO LINE.
The Western District and Graham
warehouses have been designated the
(Incorporated.)
all

FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

p.:4444101k,,
77.7.:1M711711.11=_111[11:12X144.
The Bishop'
In good art study as in good Eng- wood"
answered several but was finally
lish study, successful teaching reChief of Police James Collins has floored by a little girl, who asked:
"et 7:14) o'clock tonight," replied
quires a balance between fredom of the ticket seller.
notified merchants to watch out for
"Please, sir, why did the angels
expression and study of technique.
counterfeit dollars. Operators begati walks up and down Jacob's
"Thanks," mid the man.
ladder
There can be no fine growth In art
working them off Saturday, and Mr. when they had wens?"
At this point a wanian, who had
study without abundant upportunity be:e standing hack waiting her turn
Zach Bryant wag the first victim to
Dr. Ingram eanaped by blandly infor free individual creative expres- to ask questions, stepped up. 'Van
report to police headquarters. The quiring:
sion. If the expreasloir is as free as a woman go at that time, too!" ehe
do!lars are dates 1S99. and are good
"What little Shy or girl would like
imitations of the gepuine article.
to answer that question?"—Doston growth demands, It will often of net asked, eeribuely.—Deuver Poet.
cessity be crude. In jutigeet individHerald.
Appendicitis.
ual expression the
teacher should
A girl may he as pretty as a pictlook for large things. If she can see ure--but some pictures are fierce.
Is due in a large measure to abuse of
Al.WIUS WAS SICK
drastic
employing
the bowels, by
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
safe, gentle cleansers and invigorator. Guaranteed for headache, biliousness, malaria and jaundice, at

Real Estate Agency.

TRANSFER MONEY

L. McMurtrie

COUNTERFEIT DOLLARS
Are

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

gathering and planting of seed,
Stin most not neuter* diaeltargen of
NA U SEATI NO 1 Ey.ow marrEit Iron, Lite school
gardening, the
trees.
the mar. None and Throat.,
CATARRH 15 NOT ONLY DANGER- grasses, weeds, flowers awl the color
OUS In this way. but it causes ulcera- rhythms of plant famiLes offer an
tions. death and decay of bones, kills
ambition, often causes loss of appetite, Inexhaustible source of inspiration.
and reaches to general debility, Idiocy
In the interpretation of story and
and insanity. It needs attention at
draws •inonce. Cure it by taking ltotank. Moog poem, the teacher who
18 BY
B. IBA it is a iitin•k, radical, creases the interest very largely. PuHahn
permanent cure because it rids the system of the poison germ') that cause pils should be given free opportunity
catarrh. At the same time Blood Bahr to express by drawing their underii. B. IS.) purities the blood, does away'
with every symptom of catarrh. B. II. standing of the word pictures of anFOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN 1ER
B. sends a tingling flood of warm, rich, thers.
In "Hiawatha," the "Shores
pure blood direct to the paralyzed
nerves and parts affected by catarrhal of Gitche Gumee, the Big Sea Wapoison, giving warmth arid strength ter," the "Wigwam of Nokomis," the
just where It Is Seeded, and in this way "Firs with Cones Upon Them."
and
making a perfect, lasting cure of cathe "Heaven of Flowers" should be
tarrh in all Its forms.
When we nay that B. It. B. cures we drewn and
enewaillitharsismeoromannowde
painted. In the study of
mean a real cure and this We guarantee
It. B. B. has cured theu,iands of catarrh the tsSeven Little Sisters," the homes
cases—even the most deep-seated kind of the sisters should be constructed
—after every other treatment had failed
It. It, B. does this because it reaches the and drawn, and the distinctive land
eause of all the trouble; namely Poi- ecape characteriStics represented in
soned arid Diseased Wood. Just try B.
It. It, for Catarrh and you will get well the drawing and painting. Much of
surely and quickly.
the life of Robinson Crusoe may be
Botaale Blood Bahr (s. B. B.) is
pleasant and safe to take; composed of re-created by pupils through making
pure
Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE and drawing. "Snow Bound" gives
SENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga, SOLD BY DBCOGISTri, or many pictures which will be made
sent by express. At $1 PER LARGE vivid to puling through an attempt to
BOTTLE. with complete directions for
portray them.
home cure.
sold' in Paducah. Ky., by R. W.
Throughout the
year
the
Art
Walker & Co., W. J. Gilbert, Lang
(burst provides for each grade sevBros.. Airey & List.
eral exercises In construction. After
pupils have made articles, It is a very
123.124 N.IPourth
Phorioss 757
Child and Bishop.
Dr. Ingram, Ltiehop of London, is valuable exercise for them to endeava learned eoeleeiastic. but he declared or to state clearly in language and
that at times young chileren, of drawing, the process of construction.
At the Station.
whom he le ext•ravagairtly fond, upset "How to Make a Kite," "Blue Prints
and How to Make Them," "ComposiA man estepted up to the counter
him badly with their questions. Onee
tion and Color In Picture Mounting,' In the ticket °Hire cif- the Colorado
he was addreseleg a gathering of
poor children, and at the close of "How to Make and Decorate a Candle Midland railway the other afterno...,
Old ii
842.
Shade," are good subjects for com- and said:
•
his remarks Invited anty boy or girl

druggiste,

HENRY MAAMEN, JR.

RUBBER STAMPS

••

Aare

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

E

The Tully Livery Company

The Diamond Stamp Works

$2.70

Watch the
Label

official

Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $6.26, Forrest Cavalry,

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes,.and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $935, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th—Accesint
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip 56.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and southwest, including New Orleans,
Houston, San
Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good returning for thirty days.

Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
518,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN.
Agt City Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

Worth of San itol
Toilet Preparations for

$1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

SAL WINSTEAD
Flrugiglist
Saventh and Broadway.

warehouses for storage of
McCracken county dark tobacco. The

EVANSVILLE-PADU(AH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)

county association met Saturda,
afternoon and named the two wacehouses. Houses to receive and prize
the crop were named as follows:

Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins leave Padueah for Evansville and way landings at 11 a. m.

Sanderson & Buchanan, Graham &
Veal, Charles R. Hall, Clusternan &
Ware, Maxon Mills and Robert Graham at Grahamville,
THERE'S NO USE
Talking, you can't beat Herbine for
the liver. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
isuffer from liver complaint. If you are
1„bilions and fretful. its your liver, and
fiferbine will put it in Its proper conrdition. A positive core for c•testipa-

itton, Billirmsness. Dyspepsia and all ills
,due to it torpid liver. Try a bottle and
you will never use anything else. Sold
by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and
C. 0. Ripley.
Private Bank ("loses.
Houston, Tex., Nov. 11.—Vineyard,
Walker & Company, private bankers
doing business at Eagle Lake, closed

their doors this afternoon and filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy
in the federal court In Houston.

Paducah

iv;

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

NEW STATE HOTEL

METROPOLIS, 11.14.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel In the city.
to be filed.
gates $2.00.
Two large sample
Some people kick became, they are fooma, Bath rooms, Electric Lights
unable to discover where the shoe the only eeistrally..located Hotel in

Le coy.

he the lime run the

get the hot end

fraud and

ot Chi poker.

thief
_

Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.

KILL THE COUCH

There is no estimate of the deposits
or other liabilities, but a schedule Is

pinches.

THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, except Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
ad room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Leaves Paducah

COMMERCIAL PAITIONAGN
LIMIT%

AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

-wiTH.Dr,. King's
New Discovery
PRICE
CErril

na•
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED BATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

PAO' NIGHT,

THE PADITC.AII EVENING St.N

•••••••••••

MEET ME AT AUDITORIUM RINK TONIGHT
Overture by Mechanical Millitary Band 7:15.
Skating from 7:30 to 10:30
Admission 10c. Use of Skating Surface 25.

\IO\I1, NOVEMBHR 11.

EUROPE MUST PAY
IN YELLOW GOLD

DuBAR.RY SUITS

For Every Bale of Cotton and
Car of Wheat Exported

Proclaim the Style for Mid-Winter and Spring

SKATES WILL BE FURNISHED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

sessions and Prices
Fur Lady Beeinners On1y—$:30 to 11:30
Admission 10c, including use of skates.

Afternoon session 2:30 to 5:30. Admission 10C,
use of skating surface and skates 15c.

a in.

Intermission of 15 minutes at 4:30.
School children's session 4 to 5:30 p. in. on school
days(not Saturdays ) Admission, including use
of Skating surface and skates, 10c.

For Gentlemen Beginners-1 to 2 p. in. Admismission 10c, including use of skates.

Warning...

Children under
14 will not be permitted on skating
floor at night
sessions.

to pay any money for Imo uction withoutfirst obtaining an
instruction ticket.

No per-

son is authorized to give inThe management
reserves the right to
refuse admi4sion

Skates used on
sidewalks must be
submitted to
skateman twelve
hours before
using in rink.

structionfor pay without such
ticket.

This iffir the benefit

and use of skating

and_ protection of the patrons.
_

surface to auyone.

Evening Session

Instruction Tickets

Regular evening session 7:30 to le:30. Overture
7:le, skating 7:30 Intermission of 13 minutes at
9 (After second week the grand march occurs at
this hour ) Admission 10c, Use of skating surfece
and skates 25c.

Commutation Tickets
20 admiesam and :0 skates tickets e5 These
tdcketa are tranaferable, but rutst not be de
d
before presentiog ai door. -Nut More than two
e.e people admitted at on time on these tickets.

1

Three tickets, good for three lessons, $1 50, not
transferable. Obtainable only at ticket ()Ice.

To Owners of Skates
Persons owning skates can leave them in care
of the skateman without any charge. A
check
will be given for them, and any repairs needed
will be made at actual cost. If the nwinr
desires
to not leave skates In rink, please ask for a Releati rhea" friiiii-To—
orleeper, and.glVieheck to
doorkeeper on leaving.

AUDITORIUM COMPANY
Tenth and Broadway.

E. W. CR UMBAUGH, Manager.

SKATING RINK

Mallory,

Gip

p Committee—
D. A. Yeiser, chairman: Paul Dysart,
F-1. H. Loving, G. A. Swanson, 0. C.
Hank, Frank Jones, A. L. Joynes.
WILL BE OPENED TONIGHT Poi:
Elltsr SEASON IN PADecAll.
Sunday School Committee—R. S.
'Robertson, chairman; Capt. Hardison Watts, L. V. Armentrout, W. A
Flowers, S. B. Caldwell, M. G. Cope
'Ready
MKT TONIGHT .%T FIRST
Worty Piece Automatic Band
Door and Hotel Committee—V. J.
PltESBYTEIDA,N.
to Play Overture—teeny if
Voris. chairman; W. B. Mills, G. Du
the Arrangements.
Rote, James Campbell. Sr., A. T.
Sutherland, Capt. C. M. Cole. D. H.
Hughes. T. B. Harrison.
List of Committees (if
At)Visiting Sick Commetee--I. D.
le.ineel by President
has
Manager E. W. Crumbaugh
Wilcox, chairman; Dr. H. G. ReyAttend,
to
every
detail
personally seen to
of arbolds, D. M. Flournoy, J. A. Bauer,
rangements for the opening of AuFrank C. Hoover.
ditorium skating rink, and the grand
Mission
School
Com mit tee---J
opening tonight will be an event of
The Men's auxiliary of the First Konetzka. chairman; Eugene Wilson.
much interest. He has secured a
Slavle Mall, Edson Hart, E. S. Baggirls Presbyterian church grows in interest by,
fine woman skater to teaeh
Dr. C. R. Lightfoot.
lathe will be on duty from 9 to 11:30 and enthusiasm. There was a large.
Church Attendance—W. M. Rieke
o'clock -each morning. aed a teacher attendance at the Inecsang imme- chairman;
R. J. Barber. .1. P. Smith
will be on duty to teach boys from 5 diately succeeding the morning ser- 0. T.
Andersuu, Archie Enders, Sam
Patrons will be vice when the formal organizatioe
to 7 o'clock p. in
Skinner.
taught free of charge.
was completed. Committees were apThis morning the finishing touches pointed to perform various duties In
SERIOUS ACCIDENT TQ _ _
to the neseeenical meet:ire band. All tonneetion with ferny-eh-work. 1'hese
SAWYER IN I: C. SHOPS.
pieces, were put and the big band is committees include the entire male
ready to crash out the (*ening over- portion of the congregation and they
Mr. William Little, a sawyer in the
ture tonight.
are all requested to meet in the Illinois Centdal
planing mill. toedSkates are today being inspected church parlors this evening to re- qua's' injured his left
hand Saturday
regular ceive instructions.
and doors will open for
afternoon while working at a band
skating at 7 o'clock. At ;:15 ociock Executice Committee—F. P. Toot, saw. He was cutting
the corner off
- pla edand -itt chairthàtF -Earl Pattiler. C. T:
the overture will be
e, a tough block when the saw
cut
George B. Hurt, Rev. W. E. Cave, H. through.
7:3,41 the skating will begin.
Little was pushing hard
mployed H. Hank, H. S. Wells.
"The reverse methods
and the teeth went In to his left wrist.
Fenarice Committee—H. S. Weas Tes
in skating are tee e: fee , ter ee
r.
eleel and the wrist
man; J. K. Ferglition, (Th
benefit or Intro;

MENS AUXILIARY

•

A

DOZEN

Suits good enough
Tor America's be
dressers. .• .• .•

&Ertjd•
a

SUSPENSIONS.

swagger cut and the latest colorings. There are long coats and short
coats in old rose and Copenhagen blue, the two shades which are to be
most popular for mid-winter and spring wear.
Buying one of these suits shows good, hard common sense, too;
for the weight, cut and coloring' all make them just right for spring
as well as the present.
One of the greatest changes in these suits is the short waisted
backs with the DuBarry sleeve. This sleeve is indicative of style as
well as beauty and affords the wearer a garment that's graceful and
very late in design.

Today Our Stock of Suits Reaches a Climax

Europe Protects Herself.
The restoration of comparative security in New York was obtained
only by the demands of the money
markets of Europe which created a
tension not experienced since the
Boer war. The Bank of England
, raised its discount rate to 7 per cent,
a rate which has not been fixed since
1873. The Bank of France raised its
rate to 4 per cent, the Belk of Belgium to G per cent. the Bank of Ger
many fixed the usual rate of 7% per
cent.
It is not surprising that these precautions should be taken to protect
European bank reserves, in view of
:he fact that nearly $50,00,4,000 In
gold has been engaged by American
banking
institutions
within
two
weeks. The demand for gold from
Europe came at a favorable time in
some respeets for the outward movement of American produce; of which
the leading ones are cotton
and
,,,c-r-pistervirmsrastir
wheat The feet that European bank
srs declined during the summer to
accept American finance bills, because being created in favor of this coun-IFATHER MEETS HIS SON
they already scented a storm, made try by every bale of cotton and car
AT CITY HALL--NO WORM.
the demand upon them more sudden toad of wheat placed on shipboard.
Money for South and West.
than would ha've been the case if
A country youth about 19 years
Nee York bankers are sending to
American bankers had found it necold had been conspicuous about the
sears. to buy cotton and grain bills to the west and south all the currency city hall
since Friday afternoon. He
cover previous borrowings. Under they can spare. The premium on cur- had
a small grip and no where to
the actual conditions Eneland must rency, which rose u hiab as three
Istay. He was permitted to remain The store for all thrifty people
nay substantially In gold for the bat per cent during the week, has had a about the hell and
It. ib the store that does sell its
slept in the warm
ance of exported products whieh ar serious effect upon exchange-mid the[court room.
When applying for merchandise at real cash prices and
price of United States bonds It has
lodging at the city hall be informed cases give cask on cashier checks.
liseurbed calculations based upon
I Captain Frank Harlan that he could
gold parities of excbadge and made
find no work and had no friends to Notice the blatant inconc:stenpossible to pay a higher price to
Igo to. This morning a gruff, middle
cy of most merchants out
get gold and esquire bonds as a basis
!aged man appeared at the city hall,
or calculation than If no such
Cashier's Checks.
llooked the boy over, stated that he
iremium prevailed.
would "take him" as he was tots son.
Comman sense instinctively per
Failures A'ery Few.
and without thanking any one left ceives that a merchant is not telling
One of the favorable features; of the hall.
goods at real cash prices who adverlie situation thus far is the relatively
tises to take cashier checks at $1.05
•
enall number of failures of national
or more in trade when he
!MISSION FIELD WORKER
won't
hanks as compared with 1593. Then
WILL TALK TO THE WOMEN give you even what they call for in
banks suspended In
/8 national
real money.
July, G3 es June and August, while
Dear reader, aren't you far mcre
This splendid magazine which
Miss
liaeGowan
,
of
Loulevelei
luring the first eight mouths of 1893
Intelligent than such
merchants
Presbyteri
THE SUN is giving sway
an field
mission worker,
the suspension of state and private
think? Why some merchants pricer
will
be
Paducah
in
on
Thursday
and
banks was 415. In the present edges
are so high that they ought to give
ABSOLUTELY FREE
the number of national bank suspen- will address the women of the church you even a $1.25
of their merchanIn
the
church
parlors at 3 o'clock
skies reported does not exceed
a
dise for a cashier check or any other
that
afternoon.
lozen.
_and some of these will rekind of a dollar
IS now conceded to b• one of
open.
the best published. The NoNotice to Contractors.
The new. week openrewqh the
Next Friday and Saturday,
vember issue is just in, and If
banking situation
The jail committee will receive
New York
In
you want it phone 3e8 at once
November 15th and 16th
cleared up, so fa?' as any danger of bids for building concrete walla
We will give
further failures or suspensions are around the county jail up to Saturconcerned. with banking • reserves day, November 16. Plans and specie A CLOA
K OPENING
romparatIvely intact, and with more fications can be seen at the office of
The representatives of a promineat
than $25,000,000 on the ocean to chairman, 119 South Fourth street
manufacturer will be here with sevitrengthea. them.
Rights reserved to reject any and all
Paducah'e Best Paper
eral hundred garments ready
to
'bids.
J. J. BLEICH.
deliver at once. Will be glad to have
The Evening Sun-10c. a week.
Chairman Jail Committee.
you come.

There are many ladies in the city of Paducah whom we have
promised to call up by phone upon the arrival of these clothes, but,
fearing we have lost the list on which their names were written, we use
this means of notifying you that we have the suit you desire. This
line will be ready for inspection tomorrow morning and whether you
have bought your suit or not we gladly welcome you to this feast of
good things. Prices on these suits range from $35 to $85. Styles on
these suits range from the most modest good kind to the style that
reigns supreme wi;h the greatest eastern dressers.

Department Store

Ube Home
Magazine

NoVember
Issue
Just Out

THE SUN

EDGAR SELWYN
In the Great American Play

1

•

E indeed are the new mid-winter suits which we are conNOTABL
stantly receiving now, for they embody the newest and most

Henry B. Harris Presents

Prices 25c to $1.50
Seats on sale Thursday.

N'••
A DU OP'

Styles dijerentflom
any shown by other
stores .• .•

Remember, tomorrow is the first showing and make it a point to
b.!. with us as early as possible so you will not be too late and miss some
of the good styles.

Old Phone 2300. 1

Crutubaugh. -It may handicap some Henry Baker,
E. I.
first, but they will 'like it better Husbanes.
! after they become aeeustomed to it.. ; Church
Membershi

ONLY

New York, Nov. 11.--The most
eventful week in the financial history of the present generation closed
Saturday
with conditions much
clearer than the week before, but
with some clouds still hanging over
the horizon. The bank statement Yesterday changed the situation. While
it showed a nominal decrease in the
required reserves of $13,085,8100.
more than two-thirds of this decrease
was due to reserve requirements
caused by an increase in deposits be
cause of the taking over of loans
from trust companies by
banks.
Moreover, the actual cash toe* of
$4.313.0.0,0 was uue to the system of
averaging accounts for the entire
week, including several days before
the arrival of new gold. Unless the
demands from the country are very
heavy, the arrival of additional gold
will more than offset the loss of
cash last week and males a creditable
'showing for the reserves next Saturday.

NO improper
characters or
intoxicated
persons
admitted.

All persons are warned not

Another Week Dawns With Conditions eluch Clearer and Situation Even Easier.

STRONGHEART

Mr. Harris has
surrounded Mr.
Selwyn with a very
capable company
and one of the best
productions of the
year is promised.

The best play of college life ever written.

Now

in Its Fourth

Year.
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